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1. Conventional ViT and Recurrent ViT for
Video Recognition

This section demonstrates the difference between RViT
and conventional ViT-based methods (CViT), as depicted
in the Figure S1a and Figure S1b. As a batch of frames
is feed into the CViT for inference, each frame among the
batch is treated equally in both spatial and temporal domain.
Processing in batch can preserve long-distance information
well among the batch, but also lead to enormous memory
consumption. In contrast, our RViT accepts a single frame
in each moment while using the hidden state to transfer the
information from previous frames, hence significantly re-
duce the memory consumption.

2. Boundary between Adjacent Actions in a
Video

As shown in Figure S2, there is usually a clear stage
boundary between adjacent actions in a video, e.g., the
boundary between sitting and drinking from a cup. There
is less dependence between adjacent actions compared with
text modality, hence the forget of sitting action won’t impair
the recognition of drinking action. This also justifies the us-
age of aggregated temporal features over global-attention-
based temporal features.

3. Training Detail
In this section, the training details for different variant

of models are discussed, we first introduce the training ac-
celeration, and then discuss the hyper-parameters settings.
Source code of this work will be released after publication.

3.1. Training Acceleration

Half-Precision and Mix-Precision Training The half-
precision and mix-precision training strategy can efficiently
increase the batch size and the training speed. However, the
half-precision training might incur overflow or underflow
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Model Optimizer
Learning

Rate
Training

Batch
length

Pre-
Train

RViT-S◦ AdamW 3e-4 32 32 N/A
RViT◦ AdamW 3e-4 32 32 N/A

RViT-L◦ AdamW 3e-4 32 32 N/A
RViT SGD 5e-3 32 32 IN-21K

RViT-L SGD 5e-3 32 32 IN-21K
RViT-XL SGD 5e-3 16 32 IN-21K

Table S1. Training Hyper Parameters. This table shows the con-
figuration of the training hyper parameters for different models.

problem. Thus each layers in RViT may need to be adjusted
independently to avoid such issues. Here, we use the apex
introduced by Nvidia as the prescription, which provide the
solution for both half-precision and mix-precision.

3.2. Hyper-Parameters

Noted that we use the standard ViT pre-trained model in
our experiments to initialize the RViT. Specifically, the spa-
tial domain related weights (WQ

x ,WK
x ,WV

x ) in each block
are initialized with the same weights from the correspond-
ing layer in ViT while the temporal domain related weights
(WQ

h ,WK
h ,WV

h ) using the orthogonal initialization.
As presented in Table S1, for Kinetics-400 and

something-something-V2 datasets, we train our model with
public ViT model pre-trained on ImageNet-21K and set the
initial learning rate to 5e-3 with synchronized SGD opti-
mizer [1–5]. The learning rate will be divided by 10 for ev-
ery 10 epochs. For the Jester dataset, we train all the models
from scratch. The AdamW optimizer with the learning rate
of 3e-4 is adopted in our training. The training batch is all
set to 32 except the RViT-XL due to the memory limitation.
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(a) Conventional ViT

(b) Recurrent ViT

Figure S1. The pipeline of different types of Vision Trans-
former for video action recognition. The Figure S1a shows the
general recipe of the ViT in video understanding. The Figure S1b
illustrates our RViT.

Figure S2. Stage boundary among adjacent actions.
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